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Observing Site Reminders:
Be careful with fire, mind all local burn bans!
Dark Site Usage Requirements (ALL MEMBERS):
• Maintain Dark-Sky Etiquette (http://tinyurl.com/75hjajy)
• Turn out your headlights at the gate!
• Sign the logbook (in camo-painted storage shed. Inside the door on the lefthand side)
• Log club equipment problems (please contact a FWAS board member to
inform them of any problems)
• Put equipment back neatly when finished
• Last person out:
 Check all doors – secured, but NOT locked
 Make sure nothing is left out
The Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) was founded in 1949 and is a non-profit 501(c)3
scientific educational organization, and incorporated in the state of Texas. This publication may
be copied and distributed for free only. This publication cannot be uploaded or distributed into
any media unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS.
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See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled
Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month.
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Tandy Hills Prairie Sky/Star Party: Astronomy—Community Engagement
After many years at the Fort Worth
Museum of Science & History, the wellattended, monthly public star parties
presented by the Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) have moved to
Tandy Hills Natural Area.
Established in 1949, FWAS is one of the
first adult amateur astronomy clubs
formed in the country and one of the
largest with more than 200 active
members.
Members will have several telescopes
set up at Tandy Hills for viewing the
night sky.
Free & open to the public. All ages welcome. Family/kid-friendly - No dogs Coolers welcome - Steel City Pops will
be on hand
More
details
at
the
NASA
website: https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/event-view.cfm?Event_ID=76024
Star party Etiquette: http://www.fortworthastro.com/etiquette.html
WHEN: Winter break till March
http://www.tandyhills.org/events/prairie-sky-star-party
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Media Reviews
Media reviews by Matt J. McCullar, FWAS

Great Comets

discoverers: “Once upon a time, comets didn't have names.
This was an era when comets were viewed as fearful omens,
and understandably nobody wanted his or her name
attached to the dreaded object.
“These superstitions began to fade as the Scientific
Revolution took hold during the 1600s. In an era when aristocratic patronage paid real dividends, astronomers found it
worth their while to become known as comet finders. Honored positions and awards went to those who could add luster to a monarch's court, and scientific discovery was one of
the newly approved ways for sovereigns
to demonstrate to the world how advanced they were. Thus when we look
over the Great Comets of the early 18th
century, we find for the first time that
they begin to bear the names of astronomers.”

G

by Robert Burnham

reat Comets is about,
well, great comets.
Not just any comets, mind you, but the
biggest, the best, and the brightest. Author Robert Burnham describes what
makes a comet great: “A Great Comet is
one that leaves you standing still and
staring into the sky the moment you lay
eyes on it. It's a comet that makes you
reach for a camera to record it, just as
you would for any important event.”
What's more, he explores some very
interesting sub-topics about comets and
their place in our history. Why did comets used to be regarded by most civilizations as bad omens? When did they stop
being regarded as such, and why? How
did astronomers finally discover their
true makeup?

One of the things about popular astronomy that has puzzled me over the years is
why some stellar events seem to garner
more public interest than others. Burnham points out several reasons. More
people are likely to go outside and look
for a comet if it is easy to find in the sky,
which means evening hours are more
popular than morning hours. “Comet
West made a splendid sight in the predawn sky in the spring of 1976, yet
attracted fairly little public attention. This was probably due
to the time of night when it was visible and astronomers being publicity-shy after the Kohoutek affair two years earlier.”

People have been observing comets for centuries. Comets
were perceived as bad omens by most cultures worldwide,
and the reasons for that are fasciPublished by Cambridge University
nating. People do not like change,
Oh, yes: Kohoutek. The first “nonPress – 2000
and comets appeared in the ungreat” comet. In the early 1970s,
changing sky with no warning, no
Comet Kohoutek was discovered
ISBN 0-521-64600-6
predictable pattern, with no explawhile it was still in the outer regions
nation. What were they? What did
of the solar system. It was quite
228
pages
they mean? Why were they there?
bright for a comet at that distance,
Gradually, astronomers learned comets' true nature.
so astronomers predicted Kohoutek to be a Great Comet by
the time it reached Earth's orbit. Millions of people expected
to be thrilled by the sight of a bright comet with a huge tail
It was Isaac Newton who first calculated the orbit of a comet,
sweeping the sky. Unfortunately, Kohoutek failed to live up
but it was Edmond Halley to later realize that some comets in
to the hype; it fizzled out. The resulting embarrassment
recorded history had identical orbits. That led him to predict
caused astronomers to change the way they present comethe eventual return (successfully) of what became famous as
tary information to the public. (Perhaps astronomers should
Halley's Comet.
never predict a great comet until we actually see it with the
naked eye.)
Burnham explains how comets began to be named after their
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(Book Review—Continued from page 7)

Comets are fickle things. They aren't much more than
clumps of ices and rocks, and the nuclei of comets are much
darker than one might imagine: almost as dark as laser
printer toner. As a comet approaches the Sun, things heat
up. Jets of material can break through the outer crust unpredictably, making the comet much brighter. (Or not.)
Comets come in different sizes, and their brightness can
depend on how many times they have been around the Sun
previously; some asteroids are thought to be dead comets.
The author discusses the Oort Cloud and the Kuiper Belt and
how comets come to our part of the solar system.

Most great comets come with great stories. In late December 1995, Japanese amateur astronomer Yuji Hyakutake
discovered a comet with a pair of large binoculars. Just five
weeks later, he found another comet – in the same part of
the sky! Burnam describes the latter discovery: “The new
Comet Hyakutake's orbit was tailor-made to garner widespread attention: it had a track across the sky that would all
but guarantee it becoming a Great Comet. The orbit would
pass very close to Earth, some 9 million miles. This meant
the comet would appear bright. Moreover, the comet was
going to traverse familiar and easy-to-find constellations.
Third, the path skated close to the north celestial pole. This
would make the comet visible all night long for viewers in
the well-populated middle northern latitudes. And finally,
the nights with the comet at its most visible would be
moonless and dark.”

Great Comets talks about comet nomenclature (how astronomers label newly discovered comets), comets' physical
makeup, and results from comet probes. I'll bet our ancestors would have loved to see those close-up photographs of
these objects.

When Halley's Comet was located in the sky by astronomers
at Mount Palomar in 1982 (in preparation for its 1986 return), they beat other astronomers in the world to the
punch by just a few hours. These days the camera technology and optics are such that Halley's Comet can be located in
the sky at any point along its orbit – even at its farthest
point from the Sun.

Eventually, a comet will die out, collide with the Sun or other object, or be flung out of the solar system by a large
planet's gravity. The brighter and larger a comet is, the
more likely it is rather “fresh” and hasn't had much material
blasted away from previous encounters with the inner solar
system.

Burnham writes: “By the 19th century, a bright comet had
long since ceased being something whose meaning had to
be divined for the good of humanity. Instead, it was seen
by astronomers as an opportunity for study and by the public as a spectacle to be enjoyed. The many Great Comets of
the 1800s found eager audiences in the growing middle
classes, who were more literate, better educated, and had a
taste for scientific amusements. And then came Comet Halley in 1910. The reappearance of this famous comet according to astronomers' predictions coincided with the
growth of large-circulation newspapers and periodicals and
the development of mass advertising... Sales of telescopes
and binoculars shot through the roof. Astute purchasers
moved quickly, so well-made pieces of equipment were
bought up early. In the end any old piece of junk with a
tube and a couple of lenses could be sold for an absurd
price to a desperate and uncritical public. (Don't smile; exactly the same thing reoccurred at Halley's most recent return in 1985-86.)” The return of Halley's Comet in 1910 was
the world's first “media event.”

The author also discusses one of the saddest experiences in
cometary history: “The farce turned serious in March 1997
as Comet Hale-Bopp was nearing its closest approach to
Earth. In a suburb of San Diego, California, 39 members of a
religious group called Heaven's Gate were found dead in the
mansion that served as their home and office. It was a carefully organized mass suicide, complete with a videotaped
message from the group's members and leader... The
Heaven's Gate members said that Hale-Bopp's arrival was a
sign that a spaceship had come to take them to a higher
level of mental development beyond humankind.”

The author Robert Burnham is an experienced astronomy
writer, having been the editor of Astronomy magazine in
the past, and he certainly knows his stuff. (He is not the
Robert Burnham, however, who wrote the classic Burnham's Celestial Handbook series.) I really enjoy his writing
style.

It seems about half of the 228 pages are covered with great
photographs of great comets. So the book actually reads
very quickly.

I really enjoyed Great Comets. I think you will, too. I hope
we get to enjoy a great comet with our own eyes in 2019.

e

The End

If you have an idea for an article, have astronomical related photos or an astronomy project you’ve done, and you’d like to share or want to contribute to the newsletter in any other way, please contact the editor at primefocus@fortworthastro.com or through the club’s
Yahoo! eGroup forum.
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH
Jan

01

Tu

Venus: 46.9° W

01

Tu

15:50

Moon-Venus: 1.4° S

01

Tu

22:53

Saturn Conjunction

03

Th

01:37

Moon-Jupiter: 3.4° S

03

Th

03:59

Perihelion: 0.9833 AU

03

Th

20:28

Quadrantid Shower: ZHR = 120

05

Sa

12:46

Moon South Dec.: 21.6° S

05

Sa

19:28

New Moon

05

Sa

19:41

Partial Solar Eclipse

05

Sa

22:59

Venus Elongation: 47° W

06

Su

18:08

Moon Descending Node

08

Tu

22:29

Moon Apogee: 406100 km

14

Mo

00:46

First Quarter

17

Th

12:20

Moon-Aldebaran: 1.6° S

19

Sa

17:20

Moon North Dec.: 21.5° N

20

Su

16:48

Moon Ascending Node

20

Su

23:12

Total Lunar Eclipse

20

Su

23:16

Full Moon

21

Mo

09:32

Moon-Beehive: 0.6° N

21

Mo

13:58

Moon Perigee: 357300 km

22

Tu

09:10

Venus-Jupiter: 2.4° N

22

Tu

19:41

Moon-Regulus: 2.5° S

27

Su

15:11

Last Quarter

29

Tu

20:46

Mercury Superior Conj.

30

We

17:54

Moon-Jupiter: 3° S

31

Th

11:36

Moon-Venus: 0.1° S

Data Source: NASA SKYCAL - SKY EVENTS CALENDAR
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Object of The Month
Soul Nebula/IC1848
The Soul Nebula (Westerhout 5) is an emission nebula located in the constellation Cassiopeia. It forms a famous pair known as
the Heart and Soul with the neighbouring Heart Nebula (IC 1805). The Soul Nebula is sometimes also known as the Embryo
Nebula or IC 1848, which is a designation used for the open star cluster embedded within the nebula.
The Heart and Soul Nebulae complex spans an area about 300 light years across and is a vast star-forming region illuminated by
the light of the young stars surrounded by star-forming clouds of dust and gas. The two large clouds are separated by only 2.5
degrees and physically connected by a bridge of gas. The stars in the region are less than a few million years old and are only
beginning their life. For comparison, our Sun has been around for almost 5 billion years.

The Soul Nebula is about 100 light years across and has an estimated age of 1 million years. It contains several small open stars
clusters. IC 1848 is embedded in the body of the nebula, while the clusters CR 34, 632 and 634 can be seen in the head. Small
emission nebulae IC 1871, 670 and 669 are located just next to the Soul Nebula.

The Soul Nebula is being carved out by the stellar winds from the stars embedded within it, a process that leaves behind large
pillars of material pointing inwards. These pillars are very dense and have stars forming at their tips. Each pillar spans about 10
light years.

The nebula is home to W5, a radio source that spans an area roughly the size of four full Moons. The radio source has large
cavities that are the result of the nearby massive stars’ winds and radiation carving the nebula, pushing the gas together and
causing it to ignite to form new stars

Studies of the region have shown that the stars are progressively and systematically younger the more distant they are from
the centre of these cavities.

The Soul Nebula lies in the vicinity of several notable deep sky objects: the galaxies Maffei 1 and Maffei 2, the Fishhead Nebula
(IC 1795), and the famous Double Cluster in Perseus.

Soul Nebula – Westerhout 5
Constellation: Cassiopeia
Right ascension: 02h 55m 24s
Declination: +60°24’36”
Apparent size: 150′ x 75′
Distance: 7,500 light years
Absolute magnitude: 6.5
Designations: Soul Nebula, Westerhout 5, Embryo Nebula, Sharpless 2-199, Sh2-199, LBN 667, IC 1848 (open cluster)

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Bright Nebula Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Advanced

Introduction
Welcome to the Astronomical League’s Bright Nebula Observing Program. Bright nebulae are interstellar clouds of gas and dust
where stars are born or have died. Their complex shapes and rich colors make them objects of great interest and beauty to amateur astronomers. If you don’t already have an appreciation of these magnificent objects, it is hoped that this Observing Program will inspire you to study them and gain an understanding of stellar evolution.
Bright nebulae, also called diffuse or Galactic nebulae, occur in two main classes depending on their source of illumination:
emission and reflection, although they occasionally are a combination of the two (R+E). Much less common is a third type of
the bright nebula, the supernova remnant (SNR).
Emission nebulae are clouds of dust and glowing hydrogen gas, sometimes referred
to as H II regions. The atoms in the cloud are ionized by nearby hot stars and when
the excited electrons fall back to their previous energy state, the process releases
energy in the form of visible light. Since most of the light visible from emission objects comes from just the three bright lines produced by hydrogen (HB at 4861A) and
oxygen (OIII) at 5007A and 4959A, the use of narrow band nebula filters can be helpful in viewing them. Emission nebulae typically appear red in images, but not to the
naked eye.
Reflection nebulae have the same composition as emission objects, but lack stars
sufficiently hot to cause the gas comprising them to fluoresce. Therefore, they shine
merely by the dust in the nebula scattering starlight (the gas does not actually reflect
any light). Because these objects scatter starlight of all colors, filters are not generally
helpful in viewing them. Reflection nebulae appear blue in images.

e

A supernova remnant is the remains of a catastrophic stellar explosion, wherein
much of a star’s material is ejected, often as a highly-structured cloud. These objects
have strong lines similar to emission nebulae, hence also benefit from the use of nebula filters.

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Bright Nebula Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Advanced

List of Objects
Among the 150 bright nebulae chosen for this program are some of the most famous showpieces in the northern and southern skies. The list
also contains examples across the entire range of bright nebulae. Some are bright and large enough to be visible with unaided eye or binoculars from a dark site. Others will appear in a telescope as ghostly apparitions that will severely test your powers of observation. You will need
a telescope 8” or larger to complete this program.
Nebulae are easily washed out by light pollution, so finding a dark location from which you can observe will greatly assist in the amount of
detail that you can see. Make sure to allow time for your eyes to become dark-adapted. Use averted vision and slight tapping of the telescope
to detect the subtlest variations in brightness and contrast. Nebula filters (UHC and OIII) will help you expand the level of detail you can discern. Beware that even if you use these tips, there is much you will miss if you do not take your time with an observation.
There is the possibility that a few of the objects may simply be beyond detection for some observers and we will allow negative observations
in completion of the advance program. Evidence of diligent efforts to observe an object is required (see Rules and Regulations).
The list has been developed to offer objects that will allow observers in both the northern and southern hemispheres to complete the Bright
Nebula Observing Program.
Nebulae vary in brightness according to Lynd’s Catalog of Bright Nebula, which uses a scale of
1-6, where 1 is brightest and 6 is barely detectable. Provided sufficient aperture is used under
dark skies, experience suggests most category 1 and 2 emission nebulae and SNR’s are within
visual range. Category 3 objects will prove difficult, while those rated 4 and above are likely
to be beyond visual range and thus candidates for imaging instead. When compared with the
same scale, refection nebulae are generally considered to be more difficult to observe visually. In this program, you are to estimate the brightness of the nebulae using the Lynd’s Brightness Scale. This will give you an additional way to describe and compare the bright nebulae
you observe.

e

The list of observing targets has been updated to include these brightness estimates from
Lynd’s Catalog. In addition, coordinates of each object have been updated to match those in
the Field Guide of the Uranometria 2000 Deep Sky Atlas.

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Bright Nebula Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL

Advanced

The Awards
The program offers three levels of accomplishment: a basic and advanced visual level and an imaging level. The basic visual
program requires you to observe at least 60 objects on the list. A certificate is awarded for the basic program. The advanced
visual program requires you to attempt to observe at least 100 objects for which you will receive a certificate and pin, which
sports a colorful image of the Great Orion Nebula. To complete the program by imaging, 100 objects must be successfully imaged. An advanced certificate and pin will be awarded for the imaging program. Observers are encouraged to try imaging as
well as visual observing, but only one pin will be awarded.

Rules
You must be a member of the Astronomical League, either through membership in an affiliated astronomical society or as a Member at Large.

Device-aided searches are allowed. Observers reporting that 100% of the objects observed were located manually by traditional star-hopping techniques will
receive special recognition on their certificate. Use of publicly available remote controlled telescopes via internet connection is not allowed.
“Negative observations” will be accepted for the ADVANCED visual program only if sufficient evidence is submitted to establish that the proper field was examined on at least two separate attempts and every reasonable effort was made to detect the object. The maximum number of negative observations accepted is
limited to 5.
To record a negative observation, the observer must make at least two observing attempts on different nights, record all of the data required for a standard
observation and describe in detail the methodology used to confirm that the proper position was examined. Each negative attempt MUST include a sketch of
the star field. Observers are encouraged to make as many attempts to detect the object as possible and to submit negative observations only as a last resort.
Negative observations will not be accepted for the basic program.
The observer may use the log sheet provided with this guide or may use a log of his/her own design so long as all of the required information is recorded. The
record of observations must include for each object:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The name of the object.

Observer's latitude and longitude.
Date and time of the observation (either UT or local time).

e

Sky conditions including seeing, transparency, darkness of the site and degree to which moon interferes with the observation.
Instrument used including aperture and focal length of the telescope or binocular specifications.
Magnification.
Filters used.
Estimate of nebula brightness compared to other nebula using Lynd’s scale with 1 being brightest and 6 dimmest.
A detailed description of the object that includes at a minimum:

Does the edge of the nebula stand our clearly from the background or fade away without sharp boundaries?
Are there stars embedded in the nebula? How many?
Is the nebula a uniform glow or uneven, with bright patches or dark lanes?
What is the shape and size of the nebula?
How does the nebula respond to different filters and magnifications?
Is the object visible by direct vision or does it require averted vision?
What else is visible in the field (clusters, bright stars, other bright nebula)?

A detailed description of the object in the observer’s own words, or a detailed sketch of the object.

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Bright Nebula Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL

Advanced

Rules
If you choose to make a sketch of the nebula, please note that artistic talent is not required. Just draw what you see as well as your ability
allows. Use a number 2A lead pencil for best results. To make a drawing first mark the brightest field stars, then use these to guide you to the
area you shade in to represent the shape and extent of the cloud of gas and dust. To indicate a brighter area simply shade that spot more
darkly with the pencil. A dark lane through the nebula would be indicated by simply leaving the area blank white.
The record of observations for imaging is the same as for the visual certification, except that instead of a detailed description of the object,
this information should be included:

•
•

The specifics of the instrument used to make the image should be recorded.

Exposure times, image software, number of stacked images and the like should also be provided.
Any camera that records an image through the optics of a telescope may be employed. In cases where there is more than one nebula present
in an image. An overlay, companion sketch or other method must be used to clearly identify the target nebula

Submitting for Certification
Observers should submit their observing logs and drawings or images
along with the completed submission form to their society’s awards coordinator. The awards coordinator shall exam the log and images and
report completion of the program to the League’s Bright Nebulae Observing Program Coordinator either by mail or e-mail using the submission form. Please indicate if the certificate should signify that 100% of
the objects were located manually.
Members at Large or members of societies that do not have awards coordinators should submit logs and images along with the submission
form directly to the Bright Nebulae Observing Program Coordinator. It is
recommended that only copies of your log and drawings/images be sent;
we will not return originals unless the observer provides for postage.
Images in electronic format may be forwarded by any convenient means
that accomplishes transfer or makes the images available for review. This
may include mailing of a storage device such as a CD or flash drive, or posting the images on the web. Please avoid sending prints or slides
unless you do not want them back.
A certificate and pin will be mailed to the address provided, either to the observer or to a society officer for presentation.
It is hoped that this Observing Program will whet your appetite for observing additional bright nebulae. There are many hundreds more visible in amateur size telescopes.
Clear Skies!
Vincent S. Foster (Original Developer)

Bright Nebulae Observing Program Coordinator:
Bob Scott

e

20663 English Rd.
Mount Vernon, WA 98274
(360) 770-3474
re.bob.scott@gmail.com
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Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only
Data Source: Heavens Above
Date

Brightness

(mag)

Start

Time

Alt.

Highest point

Az.

Time

Alt.

Az.

End

Time

Alt.

Pass
type

Az.

09 Jan

-1.5

06:44:46

10°

NNW

06:47:08

18°

NE

06:49:30

10°

E

visible

10 Jan
11 Jan

-1.0
-2.9

05:54:08
06:37:09

10°
12°

NNE
NNW

05:55:00
06:39:58

11°
42°

NNE
NE

05:56:02
06:43:07

10°
10°

NE
ESE

visible
visible

12 Jan

-1.9

05:47:33

22°

NNE

05:47:56

22°

NE

05:50:37

10°

E

visible

13 Jan

-3.7

06:30:43

23°

WNW

06:32:35

60°

SW

06:35:48

10°

SE

visible

14 Jan

-2.9

05:41:16

47°

E

05:41:16

47°

E

05:43:52

10°

ESE

visible

15 Jan

-2.2

06:24:35

19°

WSW

06:24:58

19°

SW

06:27:24

10°

S

visible

16 Jan

-1.4

05:35:15

18°

SSE

05:35:15

18°

SSE

05:36:15

10°

SSE

visible

19 Jan

-2.9

19:30:41

10°

SW

19:33:02

42°

SSW

19:33:02

42°

SSW

visible

20 Jan

-2.6

18:39:10

10°

S

18:41:59

27°

SE

18:43:39

18°

E

visible

20 Jan

-0.5

20:15:50

10°

W

20:16:21

13°

W

20:16:21

13°

W

visible

21 Jan

-2.9

19:23:11

10°

WSW

19:26:19

41°

NW

19:26:52

37°

NNW

visible

22 Jan

-3.9

18:30:58

10°

SW

18:34:14

87°

SE

18:37:17

12°

NE

visible

23 Jan

-1.5

19:16:30

10°

W

19:18:49

18°

NW

19:20:19

14°

N

visible

24 Jan

-2.3

18:23:38

10°

WSW

18:26:36

31°

NW

18:29:36

10°

NNE

visible

NOTE: NO bright ISS passes visible in the DFW area, for dates not listed.
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January Sky Chart
Fort Worth, TX (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)

Chart displayed is for January 15, 2019 @ 2400 Local Time
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First and Last Lunar Crescent Visibility

Data source: https://www.calsky.com

Data source: http://astropixels.com/ephemeris/moon/moon2017.html
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January 1

January 15

LOCAL SUNRISE

January 31

January 01

January 15

Data and Image Sources: www.calsky.com
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FWAS Club
Fundraiser
FWAS is still asking for donations to raise
the $3000 to cover the costs of purchasing
our new Lunt LS60THa solar telescope and
an iOptron ZEQ25 GT mount. We have already used this at some outreach and educational events, and
it was a hit!
Donations are tax
deductible. We are a
501(c)3
non-profit
organization dedicated to educating and
sparking the interest
in Astronomy and
Space in the public.
If you would like to
help us recoup this
expense, it’s still not
too late. You can still
donate. Please click
the button below or
go to the URL shown
at the bottom. Any
amount is welcome
and greatly appreciated.

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy the same wide
selection of products, low prices, and convenient shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on AmazonSmile at
smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to the charitable organizations
selected by customers.
To participate, visit AmazonSmile and select
Fort Worth Astronomical Society as your
charity upon log-in. For more information visit org.amazon.com. The site will remember
your charity automatically when you visit
AmazonSmile to shop. If you are already an
Amazon.com user, you can use the same account to log-in to AmazonSmile to shop. You
must sign-in to AmazonSmile each time you
shop in order for your purchases to count towards a donation to your charitable organization. If you do not have an Amazon account,
signing up is free!

http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published monthly.
Letters to the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve
taken, personal equipment reviews, or just about anything
you would like to have included in the newsletter that is astronomy related should be sent to: primefocus@fortworthastro.com

Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month
at the UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education
Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth.
Guests and visitors are always welcome.
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for
FWAS to attend an event, should be sent to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Annual Dues:
$60 for adults / families & households
$50 for adults (individual)
$30.00 for students (half-price Dec 1 thru May 31); Membership runs June 1st through May 31st. Please make checks payable to:
Fort Worth Astronomical Society
See our Secretary/Treasurer for more info:
sec-treas@fortworthastro.com

That’s a Fact!

Not to be outdone in the strange and weird, our Sun
has a few tricks inside as well. Deep inside, in the core,
the Sun fuses hydrogen to create helium. During that
process, the core releases the equivalent of 100 billion
nuclear bombs every second. All that energy works its
way out through the various layers of the Sun, taking
thousands of years to make the trip. The Sun's energy,
emitted as heat and light, powers the solar system. Other stars go through this same process during their lives,
which makes stars the powerhouses of the cosmos.
Source

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

Cash and checks should be paid in-person at the next indoor
meeting, or checks can be mailed in the traditional way.
Members should check the eGroup for the latest postal
mailing address listed by the Secretary/Treasurer.

Janu a r y

Credit card payments (for existing membership renewals
only) can be made through our PayPal link (private link is on
the club’s Yahoo eGroup – no PayPal account required).

“Full Wolf Moon”

Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate (McDonald Observatory) magazines are available for discounted subscription rates through our association with the NASA Night Sky
Network and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The
link can be found on the club’s Yahoo eGroup. (Members
Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in
the Astronomical League. This gives you access to earn various observing certificates through the AL observing clubs.
You also receive their quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg

Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac

This full Moon appeared when wolves howled in hunger outside the villages. It is also known as the Old
Moon. To some Native American tribes, this was the
Snow Moon, but most applied that name to the next
full Moon, in February.

e
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Happy Matt with a Mouse Mat.

Welcome to the group Steve Candler.

Have an interesting photo you’ve taken of the sky? Discovered a technique and want to show the results to fellow FWAS members? Submit your photos to primefocus@fortworthastro.com or send them in the Yahoo! eGroup to the attention of the newsletter editor. Your participation in showing off your personal astrophotography is greatly appreciated by all FWAS members.
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